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low cost attacks on tamper resistant devices - clm - faults that can be induced by low budget
attackers and show that they, too, lead to feasible attacks. many of these attacks can also be
extended to cases in which
flush+flush: a stealthier last-level cache attack - attacks compared to state-of-the-art attacks in
three scenarios: a covert channel in section v, a side-channel attack on keystroke timings in section
vi and on cryptographic algorithms in
protecting jpeg images against adversarial attacks - present an adaptive jpeg encoder which
defends against many of these attacks. experimentally, we show that our method produces images
with high visual quality while greatly reducing the potency of state-of-the-art attacks. our algorithm
requires only a modest increase in encoding time, produces a compressed image which can be
decompressed by an off-the- shelf jpeg decoder, and classiÃ¯Â¬Â•ed by ...
flush+flush: a fast and stealthy cache attack - and detectability of flush+flush attacks compared to
state-of-the-art attacks in three scenarios: a covert channel in section 5, a side-channel attack on
keystroke timings in section 6, and on cryptographic algorithms in section 7.
one bad apple: backwards compatibility attacks on state-of ... - attacks on two-party protocols
can be prevented by either party, if that party simply uses exclusively strong state-of- the-art
cryptography. 1 in contrast, in this paper we describe
shark attack game - teach-ict - shark attack game this guide has been design to help you create a
simple game. follow these step-by-step instructions to create an interactive game complete with
scoring system. complete the sion tasks to increase the difficulty. 1e stage 2ckground tab 3.edit
button . step by step guide to making a game in scratch once you have clicked the edit button the
paint editor will appear (this ...
armageddon: cache attacks on mobile devices - usenix - covert channels that outperform
state-of-the-art covert channels on android by several orders of magnitude. moreover, we present
attacks to monitor tap and swipe
drammer: deterministic rowhammer attacks on mobile platforms - drammer: deterministic
rowhammer attacks on mobile platforms victor van der veen vrije universiteit amsterdam
vvdveen@cs yanick fratantonio uc santa barbara
adversarial attacks on face detectors using neural net ... - in this paper we show that it is
possible to craft fast adversarial attacks on state of the art face detector. we propose a novel attack
on a faster r-cnn based face detector by producing small perturbations that when added to an input
face image causes the pretrained face detector to fail. to create the adversarial perturbations we
propose training a generator against a pretrained faster r ...
the art of district 9 weta workshop - learning-portal - the art of district 9 weta workshop social
media, a black history month event with the historical society, a family event with the rome art and
community center,
stroke state of the nation - 7 state o the nation stroke statistics - february 2018 Ã¢Â€Â¢ transient
ischaemic attack, or tia (also known as a mini-stroke) is the same as a stroke, except that the
symptoms last for less
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grand pwning unit: accelerating microarchitectural attacks ... - these attacks bypass
state-of-the-art mitigations and advance existing cpu-based attacks: we show the Ã¯Â¬Â•rst
end-to-end microarchitectural compromise of a browser running on a mobile phone in under two
minutes by orchestrating our gpu primitives. while powerful, these gpu primitives are not easy to
implement due to undocumented hardware features. we describe novel reverse engineering ...
strong and efficient cache side-channel protection using ... - ing immunity against
state-of-the-art attacks. we also show that by applying cloak to code running inside in-tel sgx
enclaves we can effectively block information leakage through cache side channels from enclaves,
thus addressing one of the main weaknesses of sgx. 1 introduction hardware-enforced isolation of
virtual machines and containers is a pillar of modern cloud computing. while the ...
real and stealthy attacks on state-of-the-art face ... - accessorize to a crime: real and stealthy
attacks on state-of-the-art face recognition mahmood sharif carnegie mellon university pittsburgh,
pa, usa
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